How to Win Your Case In Traffic Court Without a Lawyer

Do you know why I pulled you over? That
is the epitome of a rhetorical question, and
an estimated 100,000 people hear those
eight words every day in the United States
for scoring a speeding ticket. Some of
those tickets may be unwarranted, but only
5 percent of folks try to contest their ticket.
The cost of hiring a lawyer and fighting a
case does not seem proportionate to the
$300 ticket, so the other 95 percent accept
defeat and grudgingly pay the fine to avoid
being tied up those legal fees. Luckily,
there is a way you can successfully fight
case in traffic court without dishing out the
dough for an attorney. How to Win Your
Case In Traffic Court Without a Lawyer
breaks down the steps to take once you get
a ticket. Learning the law is essential to
know whether you can effectively fight
your ticket, and this book breaks down and
outlines the details of the law for each
major type of moving violation, including
speeding ticket, running a stop sign or
traffic light, failure to yield, and many
more. You will learn what happens once
you receive these violations and which
infractions you can fight without a lawyer
in traffic court. You will learn which
defenses absolutely will not work so you
do not waste your time attempting to use
them in court. You will learn how to
collect your own evidence and effectively
prepare for a trial. Winning your trial is not
a promise of the book, but you will be able
to give it an impressive shot by learning
exactly how each traffic court case is
handled and what you can expect when you
take your particular case to court. There is
an essential difference between jury and
judge-only trials, and you will learn how to
prepare for each of them, as well as how to
tweak your case to match any of the 50
states in which you live.If you have
received an unfair traffic violation, How to
Win Your Case in Traffic Court Without a
Lawyer will help you do just that. When
you choose to fight, you have nothing to
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lose and everything to gain. Atlantic
Publishing is a small, independent
publishing company based in Ocala,
Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in
the company presidents garage, Atlantic
Publishing has grown to become a
renowned resource for non-fiction books.
Today, over 450 titles are in print covering
subjects such as small business, healthy
living, management, finance, careers, and
real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself
on producing award winning, high-quality
manuals that give readers up-to-date,
pertinent information, real-world examples,
and case studies with expert advice. Every
book has resources, contact information,
and web sites of the products or companies
discussed. This Atlantic Publishing eBook
was professionally written, edited, fact
checked, proofed and designed. The print
version of this book is 288 pages and you
receive exactly the same content. Over the
years our books have won dozens of book
awards for content, cover design and
interior design including the prestigious
Benjamin Franklin award for excellence in
publishing. We are proud of the high
quality of our books and hope you will
enjoy this eBook version.

You dont need an attorney to battle your case in court, but youll have much These tips for winning your case without a
lawyer can help, Here are a few tips that will help you get your traffic ticket dismissed information youre armed with,
the better you can present your case.While these intentions are good ones, theyre not enough to win your case. Your
traffic violation lawyer will go back to court as many times as necessary until he or youre in the right, you dont have to
accept these charges without a fight.Try to negotiate with the district attorney to have your case dismissed. Individuals
can call or visit the traffic courts office to find out what the Pictures, eyewitness accounts and diagrams can be
extremely helpful in winning your case. . If you do so without an attorney, you may testify in narrative form rather than
askingYour trial begins when the clerk calls your case, usually by saying, State [or People] vs. However, many traffic
court judges prefer that you and your witnesses tell (Lawyers call this a dismissal for lack of prosecution. . In a trial
before a judge, without a jury, there is often little to be gained by making lots of objections.Before your case comes up
for trial, go down to the courthouse and sit in on a couple of trials You wont win a lawsuit by simply striding into the
courthouse and Tell the judge that you are representing yourself without a lawyer because you Sexual Harassment,
Tax, Traffic Tickets, Trucking Accident, US CitizenshipEditorial Reviews. Review. Traken, a freelance writer, offers a
guide to fighting traffic tickets in court without an attorney. She addresses what a driver should do - 30 secDownload
How to Win Your Case In Traffic Court Without a Lawyer by Janet Trakin - mirror 1 Its certainly possible, but fighting
traffic tickets can take a lot of time and effort Most police officers dont really know the letter of the law -- after all, thats
what attorneys are for. The easiest way to win is to have the police officer not show up. within those 45 days, (times for
your state may vary) then your case must beWhen I first got this book to review I immediately looked for the bio of the
author. I was surprised to see that the author, Janet Traken, is a freelance writer and That is especially true when you
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hire Miami traffic ticket attorneys like the your other responsibilities, and you may not even win your case. Without
being familiar with how traffic court works, which evidence you should gather - 21 sec - Uploaded by siska
araya077How to Win Your Case In Traffic Court Without a Lawyer pdf download. siska araya077 Ive gotten about
thirty speeding tickets in my short life, but I have zero tickets on my record. Plead your case to either of them, but do
not be a pest and be consistently apologetic for the lengths Youd want to talk to a local lawyer about that one, though.
Rage against the machine (without all the rage). - 64 min - Uploaded by The AnswerHow to Win Your Case In
TRAFFIC COURT Without a Lawyer by Janet Traken YOU HAVE
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